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http://
www.laboratorium.bio/



KASK—School of Arts Ghent, Belgium 
No division between spaces where the students work and the 
technical ateliers. 
Teachers and researchers are running the technical 
workshops, knowing about the technical and art contexts 
equally.
Multiple ateliers, rather simple, instead of one fully developed 
one.
 
FORMLAB

Formlab allows the researchers and students to 
realize their ideas in physical form (3D printing, milling or 
vacuum forming), but next to that, it is a place for open 
experimentation and research 
( tools-for-things-and-ideas.github.io )

LABORATORIUM
Laboratorium is the experimental lab for art/design 

and biotechnology. As a biolab in art and design it focuses on 
exploring different interactions between art, science and 
technology.

Both workshops are research projects, and are not embedded 
in the curriculum. 
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Challenges

•  lack of engagement -> students want results fast
•  students work concept based and this doesn’t allow for 

much trial and error
•  don’t like experimenting / there isn’t really a space for 

tinkering / experimenting with the tools.
•  knowledge vs expectance: The less knowledge, the higher 

the expectance of the technology. Also advertisement 
context with consumer 3D printing points in this direction

•  experiment in the medium // artistic potential of the 
machines 

•  How much time should be spent on individual
•  3D modeling: not in curriculum. Too hard to teach in intro 

sessions
•  Material cost / expiry date / Access: research project hada 

big budget but little time. Mistake: High material cost of 
Project 3D printer. Limited lifetime of material.

3D filament dyed with microalgae pigments, 2019
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Opportunities

•  integration of lab in the curriculum
•  even closer to the atelier it is already in. So 

that the technical can inform the artistic earlier 
in the student’s development.

•  industrial and scientific context —> Art context
•  industrial machines in an art school could 

expand the imagination of students.
•  technical sides of the machines closer to the 

art practice of the students
•  workshops being physically close to each other

•  when a workshop master knows other 
workshops better, referring students based on 
their research can be better targeted.

•  Working with different facilities at the same 
time. Variety sparks imagination / cross 
pollination

•  Experimenting involving both ateliers. New 
possibilities for creation or manipulation 
become available to the students

•  Ateliers engaging in collaborative projects and 
experiments with other ateliers creates a 
whole new field of knowledge and possibilities 
for students. The workshops don’t just wait for 
students to create their work, they are doing 
experiments themselves too.
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